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Abstract.
We study a class ofrepresentations of the Lie algebra n 0 IC[t, t- 1 ],
where n is a nilpotent subalgebra of 5[3 . We derive Weyl-type (bosonic)
character formulas for these representations. We establish a connection
between the bosonic formulas and the Whittaker vector in the Verma
module for the quantum group Uv(5l3 ). We also obtain a fermionic
formula for an eigenfunction of the 5[3 quantum Toda Hamiltonian.

§1.

Introduction

Let n = Ce 21 EB Ce32 EB Ce 31 be the nilpotent subalgebra of the
complex Lie algebra 51 3 , and let n = n ® C[t, t- 1 ] be the corresponding
current algebra. In this paper we study a class of n-modules. The
simplest example of the modules in question is the principal subspace
Vk of the level k vacuum representation of sl3 (see [FS]). Namely, let
Mk be the level k vacuum representation of the affine Lie algebra sl3.
Fix a highest weight vector vk E Mk. Then

The principal subspaces are studied in [AKS], [C], [CLM], [FS], [G],
[LP], [P]. In particular, the following fermionic formula is available for
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the character of vk:
(1.1)

nl, ... ,nk;:::o
m1, ... ,mk2:0

where (a)n
formula for

=

Ir:01 (1- aqi).

chVk.

One of our results is the following new
For non-negative integers dt, d 2 , set

We show that
(1.2)
chVk

=

L

z~d1 z~d2qk(d~+d~-d1d2) Jd 1,d2 (z 1 q2d1-d2, z2 q2d2~d1 ).

dl,d2?:0

In the right hand side, each summand is understood as a power series
expansion in Zt, z 2 • Formula (1.2) was conjectured in [FSl].
The functions Id 1 ,d2 (z 1 , z2 ) are known to be the coefficients of the
expansion of an eigenfunction of the 51 3 quantum Toda Hamiltonian (see
[GL]). Namely, define the generating function
I(Qt,Q2,Zt,Z2) =

L

Qf 1 Q~ 2 Jd 1 ,d 2 (Zl,z2)·

dl,d2?:0

The 513 quantum Toda Hamiltonian His an operator of the form

acting on the space of functions in variables Q1 , Q2 . The variables ti
are introduced by Qi = et;-l-t; and

Let the variables Pl, P2 be such that z1 = P1 2P2, z2 = PIP2 2. Then
(1.3)
fi (p:~:: 1 p~\:: 2 I(Ql, Q2, Z1, Z2)) = (Pl + P! 1P2 + P2 1)J(Ql, Q2, Z1, Z2)
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(see [GL], [E], [BF]). Equation (1.3) can be rewritten as a set of recurrent
relations

In this paper we call (1.4) the Toda recursion.
One of the consequences of the formulas (1.1) and (1.2) is the following recurrence relations for the rational functions Id 1 ,d2 (z1,z2):
(1.5)
which leads to the fermionic formula
(1.6)

where the sum is over all sequences {ni}, {mi} such that

and ni, mi vanish for almost all i. We conjecture that the obvious generalization of (1.6) to the case of sln gives the coefficients of an eigenfunction for the corresponding quantum Toda Hamiltonian.
Let us briefly explain our approach to the computation of the character formulas. Recall (see [Kl]) the Weyl-Kac formula for the character
of an integrable irreducible representation M>. of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra. It is written as a sum over the set of extremal vectors in M>,. We
call the summands the contributions of the extremal vectors. There are
two different ways to compute these contributions. The first one is algebraic (see [Kl], [Kum]) and uses the BGG resolution. The second uses
the realization of M>. as a dual space of sections of a certain line bundle
on the generalized flag manifold and the Lefschetz fixed point formula
(see [Kum]). We want to obtain a formula of the same structure by a
combinatorial method. Let us explain our method on the example of
M>.. In this case the extremal vectors are labeled by elements of the
affine Weyl group W, and the character formula can be written as
(1.7)

chM>.

=

L
wEW

exp(wA) lim (exp( -w(nA))chMn>.)·
n-+oo
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Roughly speaking, we compute the character of Mn>.. in the "vicinity"
of the extremal vectors and sum up the results. We apply the same
approach to the characters of n-modules. We use combinatorial tools to
compute the terms corresponding to the limit limn-+oo(exp(-w(nA))ch
Mn>.) in (1.7). Thus to obtain a bosonic formula for the character of an
n-module M we follow the three steps:
(i) find (guess) the set of extremal vectors of M;
(ii) find (guess) the contribution of each vector;
(iii) prove that the sum of all contributions equals to the character
ofM.
Step (i) is more or less easy, while steps (ii) and (iii) are subtler. For
example, for the principal subspace Vk, the extremal vectors are labeled by Z~ 0 and the corresponding bosonic formula is given by (1.2).
In particular, the contributions of the extremal vectors are given by
Jal,d2(zlq 2d1 -d 2, Z2q 2d2-d 1 ). In order to complete step (iii) for vk, we
introduce a set of n-modules which contains, in particular' all principal subspaces in integrable ;l;-modules. We describe these n-modules
below.
Let

€ij[n] = eij 0 tn En,

eij(z)

= .L::>ij[n]® z-n-l.
nEZ

The module Vk can be described as a cyclic n-module with a cyclic
vector v such that the relations

e21(z)k+l

= 0,

e32(z)k+ 1 = 0

hold on Vk, and that the cyclic vector satisfies

eii[n]v = 0

(n 2: 0).

Let k1, k2, h, h, h be non-negative integers satisfying k1 S k2. The
module ulk1,1 l'k2,2l 3 is a cyclic n-module with a cyclic vector v such that the
relations
e21(z)k 1 +1 = 0, e32(z)k 2+1 = 0
hold on U1k1,1 1'k2,213 , and that the cyclic vector satisfies
e21[n]v

= 0,

e21[0]h+ 1v

e32[n]v

= 0,

=0

(n > 0),

e3I[l] 13 +1v

= 0,

e32[0] 12 + 1v

= 0.

Similarly, the module V.1k1'11'k2,213 is a cyclic n-module with the cyclic vector
v such that the relations
e21(z)k 1 +1

= 0, e32(z)k 2+1 = 0
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hold on Vzk1'1z'ki
, and that the cyclic vector satisfies
2, 3

ez1[n]v = 0, e3z[n]v = 0, e3l[n]v = 0 (n > 0),
ez1[0] 1'+ 1v = 0, e3z[0] 12 +1v = 0,
e21[0]"e31[0] 13 +1-"v = 0 (0::::; a::::; l3 + 1).
The structure of the set of extremal vectors is more complicated for
the modules 1,2,3
ik 2z and Vzk'/I
than for vk. The extremal vectors of
1,2,3
1 ik~
the modules Uzk1,2,3
and Vzk'z'ki
are labeled by (d, a-), where d E - 0
1,2,3
and a- is an element of the Weyl group of s[3 . On the other hand, the
computation of the contributions of extremal vectors for U1k1,1 ik2'2z3 and

ut'

z;

Vzk'z'ki
is simpler than for Vk. We write these contributions explicitly
1' 2, 3
and prove that they sum up to the characters of the modules U1k1' ik~
2' 3
2z when the parameters h, l , b belong to a certain region. To
and V.1k1'1z'k
2
2, 3
1

do that, we show that the characters and the sums of the contributions
satisfy the same set of recurrent relations. We also show that the solution
of these recursion relations is unique.
The principal space Vk is isomorphic to u;,'t, 0. Equating the bosonic
formula and (1.2), we arrive at the identity
min(d1,d2)

(1.8)

Id 1 ,d 2(Zl, z2)

=

L

Id,,d 2,n(Zl, Z2),

n=O

where
1

fd 1 d2 n(Zl,Z2)=
1
' '
(q)d 1 -n(Q)d2-n(Q)n(qzl )d 1 -n

X

( QZ2)oo

The functions Jd,,d 2 (z 1 , z2 ) in the limit q --+ 1 appear in the study of
the Whittaker functions (see [IS]). For generic q, they are also closely
related to the Whittaker vectors in Verma modules of quantum groups
(see [Kos], [E], [S]). We interpret (1.8) in terms of the representation
theory. Namely, let w and w be the Whittaker vectors in the Verma
modules of the quantum groups Uq112(st 3 ) and Uq-112(sf3). We fix the
decompositions of w and w in the Gelfand-Tsetlin bases:
min(d1,d2)

w

=

2:

2:

d1 ,d 2 ?_0

n=O

wd,,d2,n,

W

=

L
d1 ,d 2 ?_0

min(d1,d2)

L

n=O

Wd,,d2,n·
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We prove that

min( d, ,d2)
fd,,d 2

L

=(

min( d, ,d2)
Wd 1,d2 ,n,

n=O

L

n=O

where ( , ) denotes the dual pairing. For the connection of the Whittaker
vectors and Toda equations see also [GL], [BF], [GKLO].
Our paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we recall known bosonic and fermionic formulas for
the simplest case of sl 2 . This section is meant to be an illustration of
the discussions which follow. In Section 3, we introduce the family of
n-modules

where the index sets Pt''k 2 , P~''k 2 are defined in the text (see (3.23),
(3.24)). Studying the structure of some of their subquotients, we derive a
recurrent upper estimate for their characters. In Section 4, we introduce
another family of n-modules
(1.10)

{(Uvo)~,',i:~/3 I (Zl, z2, Z3) E R~',k 2 }, {(Vvo)~,',i:~/3 I (lr, l2, b) E R~''k 2 }
using the vertex operator construction. They are parametrized by subsets R~''k 2 c Pt''k 2 , R~''k 2 c P~''k 2 (see (3.39),(3.38)), and are quotients of the corresponding modules (1.9). For these modules we derive
a recurrent lower estimate for the characters. In Section 5, we show
the uniqueness of solutions for the recurrent estimates (see Proposition
5.1 for the precise statement), and prove that in the parameter regions
R~''k 2 and R'{j'k 2 , the modules (1.9) and (1.10) are isomorphic (Theorem 5.3). In Section 6, we proceed to write bosonic formulas for these
modules utilizing an inductive structure with respect to the rank of the
algebra. We start by recalling previous results on bosonic formulas for
modules over the abelian subalgebra c n spanned by e2dn], e31 [n]
(n E Z). To make distinction we call the latter modules s1 3 small principal subspaces. Combining the characters for the sl 2 principal subspaces
and those of the sl3 small principal subspaces, we present a family of
formal series. Then we prove that these formal series coincide with the
characters of (1.9) in appropriate regions (Theorem 6.2; the region of validity for v;k, ,k2 is Rk' ,k2 while for Uk' ,k2 it is a subset Rk' ,k2 c Rk' ,k 2

a

Z,,l2,l3

v

'

Z,,l2,l3

u

u

'
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see (5.5)). In Section 7, we consider the special case k 1 = k 2 . In this
case some of the terms in the bosonic formula can be combined to give
a simpler result of the type discussed in [GL]. We obtain such a formula
(Theorem 7.3), which includes as a particular case the character formula
for the principal subspace Vk (Corollary 7.8). In the final Section 8, we
discuss the connection to Whittaker vectors in the Verma modules of
quantum groups.
Throughout the text, eab denotes the matrix unit with 1 at the (a, b)th place and 0 elsewhere. For a graded vector space M = EBm 1 , ... ,mz,dEZ
Mm 1 , ... ,mz,d with finite dimensional homogeneous components Mm 1 , ... ,m 1 ,
d, we call the formal Laurent series

. M m1, ... ,m1,d ) Z1m1
(d1m

m1 d
... Zz q

the character of M. In the text we deal with the case l = 1 or 2. We
often suppress q from the notation as it does not change throughout the
paper. For two formal series with integer coefficients

(i

we write
mz,d.
§2.

f(l) :=::;

f( 2 )

to mean

!;,;,;, . .

,m 1 ,d

<

!;;;, . .

= 1,2),

,mz,d

for all

m1, · · · ,

Bosonic formula for the case of s[ 2 •

In this section, we study the characters of the principal subspaces
of integrable modules for 2 . We present fermionic and bosonic formulas for these characters. The contributions of the extremal vectors are
calculated in two different ways, one from the combinatorial set which
labels a monomial basis, and another from the fermionic formula.

;r

2.1.

Principal spaces for s[ 2

Consider the Lie algebra st2 = Ce12 EB Ce21 EB C( eu - e22) where E;:tb
are the 2 x 2 matrix units. We also consider the affine Lie algebra s[ 2
spanned by the central element c and

Let M 1k be the level k irreducible highest weight module of the affine Lie
algebra 2 with the highest weight l (0 :=::; l :=::; k). On M 1k, c acts as a

;r
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scalar k. The module M 1k has a highest weight vector vf characterized
up to scalar multiple by

x[n]vf = 0

(x = e, f, h; n > 0),

e[O]vf = 0,

f[0] 1+1 vf = 0,

h[O]vf = lvf.

Let n be the subalgebra of i£2 generated by f[n] (n E Z). Let Vik be
the subspace of M 1k generated by f[-n] (n 2: 0) from vf. The space
Vik is called the principal subspace of M 1k. It is known [FS] that Vik is
isomorphic to the cyclic module U(n)vf with the defining relations

f(z) k+l = 0,

f[O]l+lvlk = 0,

f[ nv
] 1k

= 0 (n > 0) ,

where f(z) = I:nEZ f[n]z-n-l. It is graded by weight m and degree
d. Namely, we have the decomposition Vik = EB:,d=o(Vik)m,d' where
(Vik) m,d is spanned by the monomial vectors
(2.1)
with
00

:2: aj =

(2.2)

00

m,

j=O

:Ejaj =d.
j=O

A basis of the principal subspace Vik is described by the set of integer
points plk = IRplk n zoo where

IRplk

=

{(an)n~O I an E lR~o, an= 0

for almost all n, a1 + aJ+ 1

:::;

k (j 2: 0), a0

:::;

l}.

Proposition 2.1. [FS] The set of monomial vectors (2.1) with the
exponents (an)n~o taken from the set Pt constitutes a basis of Vik.

The condition a1 + aJ+ 1 :::; k comes from the integrability condition
f(z)k+ 1 = 0.
The character of Vik is the formal power series
00

xf(z) =

:E

dim(Vik)m,dzmqd.

m,d=O
Two different formulas are known for this quantity.
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Proposition 2.2. [FS) The character xf(z) is given by
00

(2.3) xf(z)

=

I:

~k
• (. ") ~k
• (. l)
~k
.
Q~i,j=l ffiiffij IDlll t,J - L...i=l ffilll z, ffii zL...i=l 'l.ffli

This formula is called fermionic.
Proposition 2.3. [FL) The character xf(z) is given by

This formula is called bosonic.
2.2. Recursion relation
The recursion relation for the characters
l

xf(z)

=I: zaxLa(qz)
a=O

follows immediately from the definition of P1k. It can be rewritten as
(2.5)

xf(z)

= xf-1 (z) + z 1xLl(qz).

In this form, the recursion can be explained by the representation theory
as follows. Let V/[i) be the U(n)-module identical with Vjk as a vector
space, where f[n] acts as f[n + i). We denote the vector vf considered
as the cyclic vector of the module Vjk[i) by vf[i). The identity (2.5) for
the characters corresponds to a short exact sequence of U(ft)-modules.
Proposition 2.4. There is an exact sequence of U(ft) modules

where the homomorphism t is defined by

Proof. Let (f[Ojl) be the submodule of Vjk[O) generated by the vector f[Ojlvf[O). By the definition, there is an isomorphism
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On the other hand, the integrability condition f(z)k+l = 0 implies

/[-1]k-!+ 1 /[0] 1vf[O]

=

0.

Therefore, the mapping ~ is well-defined. The character identity implies
that it is an inclusion.
Q.E.D.
2.3. Contributions of extremal vectors
Let P be a convex subset of a real vector space. A point in P is called
extremal if and only if it is not a linear combination ()p1 + (1 - ())P2
(0 < () < 1) of two distinct points H, P2 E P. A general principle
in "counting" the number of integer points in convex polygons is to
write it as the sum of contributions from the extremal points. In this
subsection, we show how we can guess the bosonic formula (2.4) by using
this principle.
Weyl's character formula is of this kind: the simplest case is
(2.6)

1- zl+ 1

1- z

1
z1
= -1---z + 1 - z- 1 ·

The polygon in this example is the interval [0, l]. For the character, instead of counting the number of integer points, we count zn for each integer point n in [0, l]. The extremal points are 0 and l. The contribution
from an extremal point is counted as the sum of zn over the integer points
near that point in the limit l---+ oo. For 0 this is 1+z+z2 + · · = 1/(1-z),
and for l this is z 1 + z 1- 1 + · · · = z 1j(1- z- 1 ). These are the two terms
in the right hand side of (2.6). To obtain the left hand side of the formula, we write the second term as -z1+ 1 /(1- z). Because of rewriting
z 1 + z 1- 1 + · · · to -z1+ 1 - zl+ 2 - · · ·, the obtained formula contains
both positive and negative coefficient terms. The formula (2.4) should
be understood as an equality of non-negative power series in z. The
n-th summand of the first sum (respectively, of the second sum) in the
right hand side contains negative coefficient terms if and only if n is odd
(respectively, even). This is the difference between the bosonic formula
(2.4) and the fermionic one (2.3). In the latter, each term corresponds
to an integer point, and therefore, the formula consists of positive coefficient terms only.
There is an important point in counting contributions of extremal
points. For the characters of the principal subspaces, we count monomials zmqd using two linear functions (2.2). It means that we count not
the integer points in the infinite dimensional polygon 1Rp1k but rather the
integer points with multiplicities in a polygon in JR 2 , which is the image
of IRplk by the mapping (m, d). Not all extremal points remain to be extremal when they are projected to JR 2 • We guess that the contributions
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from such extremal points in IRplk that are projected to a non-extremal
point in the image cancel out. Thus we count only the contributions
from the extremal points in the image.
In the case of the Weyl-Kac character formula for integrable modules, the relevant extremal points in the weight space are given by the
Weyl group orbit of the highest weight. In the case of the principal subspaces, we also take the extremal points in IRp1k whose weights belong
to the orbit of the highest weight. They are

(2.7)
W2n:
ao

= l, a1 = k -l, ... , a2n---'2 = l, a2n-l = k -l, aj = 0 (j

~

2n),

(2.8)
W2n+l:
ao

where

= l, a1 = k -l, ... , a2n-l = k -l, a2n = l, aj = 0 (j
n ~

0. The monomials

zm(w)qd(w)

~ 2n

+ 1),

at these points are given by

for w
for w

= W2n;
= W2n+l·

The contribution from an extremal point is defined to be the formal
series obtained in the limit

zm(w)qd(w)

x

lim

z-m(w)q-d(w)xr(z)

l,k-l---->00

The contribution can be calculated in several different ways. Here we
present two such calculations.
A direct calculation using P1k is possible for the present case of sh.
In the limit the shape of IRp1k in the vicinity of each extremal point w
becomes a cone of the form w + IRe. For the extremal point

W

= W2n = (l, k- l, l, k -l, ... , l, k- l, 0, 0, 0, ... ),

B. Feigin, E. Feigin, M. Jimbo, T. Miwa and E. Mukhin
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the cone

IRe is generated by the following vectors:
0,

0, 0, 0, ... ,-1,

1, 0,

0,

0, ... ),

q,

( 0, 0,-1, 1, ... ,-1, 1, 0, 0, 0, ... ),
(-1, 1,-1, 1, ... ' -1, 1, 0, 0, 0, ... ),
( 0, 0, 0, 0, ... , 0,-1, 0, 0, 0, ... ),

n-1
q
'
qn,
-2n+1 -1
q
z '

( 0, 0,
( 0, -1,
( 0, 0,
( 0, 0,

-n-1 -1
z '
-n -1
q z '
q2nz,

0,-1, ... , 1,-1, 0,
1, -1, ... , 1, -1, 0,

0,

0, ... ),

0,

0, ... ),

0,

0, ... ' 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, ... ),
0, 0, ... , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, ... ),

q

q2n+1z,

where in the first line -1 follows 2(n- 1) zeros. After each vector
we wrote the corresponding monomial. Note that all these vectors are
linearly independent and the integer points in the cone, C = IRcnzoo, are
linear combinations of the generating vectors with non-negative integer
coefficients. Therefore, the contribution of the extremal point w 2 n is
the sum of products of powers of these monomials. Thus we get the
summands in the first term in the right hand side of (2.4). The case of
w = W2n+1 is similar.
The second calculation of the contribution uses the fermionic formula. In the fermionic formula, terms are labeled by (m 1 , ... , mk)· In
this case, the term corresponding to each point is not a monomial but
a formal power series. It is written explicitly in (2.3). It is known
that there is a mapping q,k : P~ --+
0 such that the sum of monomials over (<t>k)- 1(mr, m2, ... , mk) n Pf is the series corresponding to
(m1, m2, ... , mk)· The mapping is defined inductively as follows. Let
a= (an)n~o E P~. If ai + ai+1 < k for all i we have a E P:=f. and we
define <t>k(a) = (<t>k- 1(a),O). If ai + ai+ 1 = k for some i, define bE P~
by

zt

(j < i);
(j ~ i).
Then, we define <t>k(a) = <t>k(b) + (0, 0, · · · , 0, 1). For example, consider
the extremal points W2n+e E IRplk given by (2.7), (2.8). We have
k

<I> (w2n+e) = (0,0, ... ,0,

l-th
f

k-th

,0, ... , n ).
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The points of the cone IRe are linear combinations of the generating
vectors. ForM E Z > 0, let Wzn+' + C(M) be the subset of Wzn+' + C
such that the sum of the coefficients in front of the generating vectors is
bounded by M. Set
M~(N)

I

= {(m1,mz,··· ,mz-I,mz,ml+I,··· ,mk-l,mk)
:2.: mk-i = n, :2.: mz+i = E}.
liiS,.N

OS,.iS,.N

For any M, if k - l - N, l- N, N are large enough, the points in w 2n+' +
C(M) are mapped to M~(N). Thus, the contribution of the extremal
point w 2 n+' is equal to the sum of series corresponding to the points in
M~(N) in the limit k- l - N, l- N, N----> oo.
Let us check this statement by direct calculation. We first prepare
two lemmas.
Lemma 2.5.
00

1

(2.9)

(zq)oo.

m1,mz, ... =O

Proof. According to [FS], Theorem 2. 7.1, a restriction of the summation in (2.9) to a region mk+ 1 = mk+ 2 = · · · = 0 gives a formula for
the character of the space C[e 1 , e2 ... ]/ h, where h is an ideal generated
by elements

:2.:

ei 1

.••

eik+l,

n 2: k + 1.

it +···+ik+t=n

Therefore the k----> oo limit of the characters of C[e 1 , e2 ... ]/ h is equal
to the character of the polynomial algebra itself, which is given by the
right hand side of (2.9).
Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.6. Set

9n,k(z)

=

Then we have the equality

(2.10)
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Proof. Splitting the sum in 9n,k(z) into n+ 1 subsums corresponding to no= 0, 1, ... , n, we obtain

This recursion has a unique solution of the form 9n,k(z) E 1 + zC[[z]].
One can check the recursion is satisfied by (2.10). The check reduces to
the equality

Q.E.D.
Let F;' (N) be a sum
"k

.

(. ')

qL....Ji,j=l ffliTnj ffilll ~,J

L

k
- "
L...i=l

.

(.

ffil:ll t,

!) ffli zL...-i=l
"k

.

Zfli

(q)ml .. · (q)mk

where the terms are labeled by (m 1 , ... , mk) E

'
M~(N).

Proposition 2. 7. The N, l- N, k- l- N---+ oo limit of Fen(N) is
equal to
(2.11)

if f

= 0 and is equal to

(2.12)
iff= 1.

Proof. Since we want to pass to the limit N, l- N, k -l- N---+ oo it
is natural to split any k-tuple (m 1 , ... , mk) E M~(N) into three groups:
mi with i "around" 1 (not too big), mi with i "around" land mi with i
"around" k. An important point is that in the limit N, l- N, k -l- N ---+
oo the following statement holds: for any mi from the first group and
mj from the second group (or mi from the second group and mj from
the third group) one has i < j. In what follows we leave the notation
mi for the entries from the first group and introduce new notations
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for the second and third groups. Heres E Z, j E Z2 0 and for (m 1, ... , mk)
E M~(N) we have 2:sEzPs = E, 2:120 nj = n.
Suppose E = 1. We note that the limit of FEn(N) is equal to a
sum of terms labeled by three infinite sequences of non-negative integers: (mi)i21, (PZ+s)sEZ and (nj)j20 with the properties 2:sEZPl+s = 1,
2:120 nj = n. A term is given by the formula
ql:.d,j?._l ffiiffij

min(i,j)+2 Li?._l imi+2 Li?._l,j?._O iminj- Li?._l imi zLi?._l imi

~------------------~~~~----------------------X

rri21(q)m;
ql+s-min(l+s,l)+2 I: 1 ~ 0 (l+s)n 1 2 l+s

-=------------------------- X
1-q

qLi,j~o n;nj

min(k-i,k-j)- I; 1 ~ 0 lnj zL(k-i)n;
rrj20( q)nj

Using Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 and the equality 2: ] _>o n 1 = n we obtain that
the sum over all (mi)i 21 , (n1 ) 12 0 and s E Z of the terms above is equal
to
1
q 2ln Z l
(zq2n+2) 00 1-q

(

~Z

(2n+l)s

s
q

+ ~Z

which is equal to (2.12). The case
all Ps = 0). Proposition is proved.

§3.

E

s 2ns )
q

2

Z nk q nk -nl
(q)n(q-2n+lz-l)n'

= 0 is similar (even simpler since
Q.E.D.

Highest weight n-modules

In this section, we introduce a fa_!llilY of modules which generalize
the principal subspaces of integrable s[3-modules.
We fix the notation as follows. Let n = n 181 <C[t, C 1] denote the
current algebra over the nilpotent subalgebra n = <Ce2 1 E9 <Ce31 E9 <Ce32
of st3. The basis elements eab[n] = eab 181 tn (1 :::; b <a:::; 3, n E Z) of n
satisfy the relations

We set

eab(z) =

L

eab[n]z-n-l.

nEZ
With the degree assignment
dege21[n]

=

(1,0,-n),

dege32[n]

=

(0,1,-n),
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n is a Z~ 0 x Z-graded Lie algebra. All n-modules considered in this
paper are graded n-modules.
~

3.1. Principal subspaces for 5[3
For non-negative integers k, h, l2 satisfying h + l2 ::; k, let M1~h be
the level k integrable highest weight Sr3-module of highest weight ( h, l2).
The highest weight vector v1k1,12 is characterized up to scalar multiple by

= 0 (x E 5£3; n > 0),
eab[O]vt, 12 = 0 (a< b),
(eu[O]- e22[0])v~,z 2 = hv~,z 2 ,

x[n]vt, 12

(e22[0]- e33[0])v~,z 2

= l2v~,z 2 ,

We call the U(n)-submodule

V[~h = U(n) · vt,z 2

c M1~, 12

the principal subspace of M 1kI, 12 • The following relations for v = v 1k1, 12
take place in V.1k1, 12 :

(3.1)

e21[n]v = 0

(n > 0),

(3.2)

e31[n]v = 0

(n > 0),

(3.3)
(3.4)

e32[n]v = 0 (n
e21[0]h+lv = 0,

(3.5)

e32[0] 12 +1v

(3.6)

e21(z)k+l = 0,

> 0),

= 0,
e32(z)k+ 1 = 0.

We remark that also

(0 ::; a ::; h

(3.7)

+ b + 1)

holds, due to the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let w be a vector in ann-module such that e~1/ 1 w
and e~~+ 1 w = 0 for some non-negative integers h, l2. Then e~1 e~1 w
holds for all a, j3 2:: 0 with a+ j3 = h + b + 1.
Proof

=0
=0

Let W be the irreducible 5£3-module with highest weight

(h, l2); It is simple to check that the lemma holds for the highest weight
vector of W. On the other hand, W is isomorphic to the quotient of the
free left U(n)-module U(n) by the submodule generated by e~\+1, e~22+ 1 .
Hence U(n) · w is a quotient of W, and the assertion follows.
Q.E.D.
Our goal is to find a formula for the character of V[k 1

~' 2

•
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Modules

Uk 1 ,k2
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,k
h,l2,1a' V.k
h,12,13
11'k21 , V.1k11'k21
We shall introduce a family of cyclic n-modules U1k1,2,3
1,2,3
parametrized by non-negative integers k1, k2 and h, Z2 , l3 . The parameters k1, k2 play a role similar to that of the level of representations,
while h, h, b correspond to the highest weight. Throughout the paper
we assume that
1

2

kl ::; k2.

21 to be then-module generated by
Definition 3.2. We define V.1k1'11'k
2' 3
a non-zero vector v under the following defining relations:
(3.8)
(3.9)

e21[n]v = 0
e31[n]v = 0

(n > 0),
(n > 0),

(3.13)

e32[n]v = 0 (n > 0),
e21 [0] 11 +lv = 0,
e21[0]<>e31[0] 13 + 1-av = 0
e32[0] 12 + 1v = 0,

(3.14)

e21 (z)k 1 +1

(3.10)
(3.11)

(3.12)

= 0,

(0::; a::; b

+ 1),

e32(z )k2+ 1 = 0.

Definition 3.3. We define U1k1,11'k2,213 to be then-module generated by
a non-zero vector v with the following defining relations:
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)

(3.20)
(3.21)

e21[n]v = 0 (n > 0),
e31[n]v = 0 (n > 1),
e32[n]v = 0 (n > 0),
e31[1] 13 + 1v = 0,
eu[O]<>e31[1] 11 +l-<>v = 0 (0::; a::; h
e32[0] 12 +1V = 0,
e21(z)k1+ 1 = 0, e32(z)k 2+1 = 0.

+ 1),

Taking commutators of e32 [0] and (3.14) or (3.21), we obtain also
the relations
(3.22)

We use the following notation for the characters of these modules:
,k2 (z z ) _ ch
v;k1 ,k2
'f'h,l2,13 ll 2 Zl,Z2,Q ll,b,l3l
kl,k2 (z z ) - ch
ukl,k2
'Ph ,l2,l3 1, 2 Zl ,z2,q h ,l2,l3 ·
• 1,k1
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Note that our characters are normalized in such a way that the degree
of the cyclic vectors is (0, 0, 0).

Remark 3.4. From the definition it readily follows that V.1k,lk
+l ~
1' 2, 11
2
U1k,kl 0 • The principal subspace V.1k 1 is its quotient. Indeed, comparing
1' 2'
1' 2
(3.8)-(3.13) with (3.1)-(3.6) and the remark after that, we see that there
is a surjection of n-modules
v;k,k

h,b,h+!2

~

v,k
h,l2 ~

0

.

Later it will turn out to be an isomorphism (see Corollary 5.4).
Some of the modules are the same which follows immediately from
the definition.
Lemma 3.5. We have
v;kl,k2
k1,b,la

(h > k1),

v;kl,k2

(b > k2),

v;kl ,k2

(l3 > k1),

v;kl ,k2
la,l2,la

(h > l3),

h,k2,!3
h,!2,kl

Proof For example, (3.11), (3.13) and Lemma 3.1 imply that e 21 [0]"'
e 31 [0]h+! 2-"'+ 1v = 0 for all 0 s; a s; h + h + 1. This proves the last

relation. Other cases can be verified similarly using either the definition,
(3.14) or (3.22).
Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.6. We have

Proof. By (3.19) we have e 31 [1]h+ 1v = 0. Taking the commutator
of e21[1] with e32[0jl 2+ 1 and using e 21 [1]v = 0 and (3.20), we obtain
e31[1]b+lv = 0. This proves the third relation. The other relations are
proved similarly.
Q.E.D.

In view of Lemmas 3.5-3.6, we may restrict our attention to the
modules
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where the parameter regions are the following subsets of Z~ 0 :
(3.23)
P; 1 ,k2

= {(h,l2,b) I 0::; h::;

k1, 0::; l2 :S k2, 0 :S b :S min(h,l2)},

(3.24)

Pt

1

,k2

3.3.

=

{(h, l2, l3) I 0 ::; h ::; kl, 0 ::; l2 ::; k2,
h :S b :S min(h + l2, kl)}.
Subquotient modules

In this subsection we study a recurrent structure for some subquo1 z'k 2z , V. k 1z'k 2z • Denote by T m n the automorphism of n given
tients of U1k1,2,3
11,2,3
'
by
Tm,ne21[i]

= e21[i- m],

Tm,ne31[i]

= e31[i- m- n],
Tm,ne32[i] = e32[i- n].

For an n-module M, we denote by M[m, n] the module with the same
underlying vector space on which X E n acts as Tm,nX. For a cyclic
n-module M with a cyclic vector v and f E U(n), we use the notation

(!) = U(n) · fv.

Lemma 3.7. We have an exact sequence ofn-modules

Proof. Consider the submodule (e32 [0] 12 ) of U1:~i:) 3 • By the definition we have an exact sequence

We show that there is a surjection
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It suffices to verify the following relations for v1 = e32[0] 12 v where v
denotes the generator of U1k1,1 z'k2,213 :.

(n > 1),
(n > 0),
(n > -1),

(3.25)

e21[n]v1 = 0

(3.26)

e3I[n]v1 = 0

(3.27)

e32[n]v1 = 0
e21[1] 13 + 1v1 = 0,

(3.28)
(3.29)

e21[1]"'e31[0]h+I-avl

(3.30)

e32[-1]k 2 -l 2 +IVI = 0.

= 0,

Equation (3.25) follows from e21 [n]v = 0, [e32[0], e21[n]] = e31 [n], e31[n]v
= 0 and [e31 [n], e32 [0]] = 0 with n > 1. Equation (3.26) follows from
(3.16) for n 2 2. For n = 1 it follows from e21[1]v = 0 and (3.20) by using
[e 32 [0], e 21 [1]] = e3 1[1]. Equation (3.27) follows from (3.17) and (3.20).
Equation (3.28) follows from (3.18), e21[1]v = 0 and [e32[0], e21[1]]
e3I[1].

Let us prove (3.29). We first assume a > l2. Then
e21[1]"'e31[0] 11 + 1-"'e32[0] 12 v

because e21[1]v

= e31[0] 11 + 1-"'(e2I[1]"'e32[0] 12 V) = 0,

= 0 and thus

e21[1]"e32[0] 12 V = -l~e2I[1]"'-z,e3I[1] 12 v = 0.

Now suppose a :::; l2. From (3.19) we have
e21[0]h+I-ae31[1]"'v = 0.

From (3.20), using e2 1[1]v

= 0, we obtain

e32[0] 12 + 1-"'e31[1]"'v

= 0.

A variant of Lemma 3.1 and the last two equations above lead to
€3I[0] 11 + 1-"'e32[0] 12 -"'e3I[1]"'v

= 0.

It follows that
e21 [1]"'e31 [o]h +I-ae32[0] 12 v

=

-l2ae31 [0] 11 +I-"'e31 [1]"'e32[0] 12 -"'v

Finally, (3.30) is a consequence of e 32 (z)k 2 + 1 = 0.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.8. We have an exact sequence
uk1,k2
la,k2-l2,h

[o, _ 1]--+ v;k1,k2
h,l2,la

--+ v;k1,k2

h,l,-l,la

= 0.

--+

o.
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2 , so that
We consider the submodule (e 32 [0jl 2 ) of V.1k1'11'k
1
2, 3

is exact. We then show that there is a surjection

U~~ic:~z 2 ,~t[0,-1]-> (e32 [0]b)--> 0
by checking the defining relations. The rest of the proof is similar to
that of Lemma 3.7, we omit the details.

Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.9. We have exact sequences

(3.31)
(3.32)
Proof. We repeat the argument of Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8.
To show (3.31), we take the submodule generated by e31 [1Jl 3 v E
U1k1'1 1'k2,213 and check the exact sequence

2
For the proof of (3.32), we take e21 [0jl 1 v E V.1k1'1z'k
1 and verify
2' 3

Q.E.D.
From Lemmas 3. 7-3.9, we obtain the following upper estimate for
the characters of all modules in the parameter regions (3.23),(3.24) :
(3.33)
111

k1,k2 (z

'~'h,l2,!a

z )

1, 2

(3.34)
.f,k1 ,k2 (

'PZ1,Z,,Ia Z1,Z2

)

<
-

,k2
(z
'~'h,l2-1,!a
1,

111 k1

z )
2

1,k1 ,k2
+ zz2.
(q-1 z qz )
2 'f'!a,k2-b,h
1,
2 '

<
.f,k1 ,k2
(
) + !2 k1 ,k2
(
)
- 'P!1,Z,-1,la Z1,Z2
Z2 'Pza,k2-!2,h Z1,qz2'

(3.35)
,nk1,k2 (z
'~'h,l2,la
lJ

z )
2

<
-

nk1,k2
(z
'~'l1,!2,la-1
lJ

1

z )
2

1,k1,k2
+ (q-1z 1 z 2 )1 3 •'P!1-la,b-la,k1-b
(z z )
1, 2 '

(3.36)

1/J~1,!:~z 3 (z1, z2) ~ 1/J~1:...1~z2,z 3 (z1, z2) + z~1 'PZ~ ~f1 ,!1 +Z2,Za-h (qz1, z2).
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In general, the equality does not hold, however, we will see that it does
hold in a restricted range of the parameters. Define the following sets:

(3.37)

R~1 ,k 2

= {(h,

(3.38)

Rt1 ,k2

= {(h,l2,l3)

(3.39)

R~1 ,k 2

=

b, h) I k1

:::;

it+ b -l3:::;

k2}

n Pt 1 ,k2 ,

o:::; h +b- h:::; k2- kt} nPt1 ,k 2 ,
{(h, b h) I o:::; h + l2 -l3:::; k2} n Pt ,k
1

1

2 •

Theorem 3.10. The following recurrence relations hold.
If (h, l2, h) E R~1 ,k 2 , then

(3.41)
nf,kl ,k2
'~-'h,/2,!3

(3.42)

(z 1, z 2 ) =

k1,k2

nf,kl ,k2
.
'~-'h,l2-1,mm(!3,h+l2-1)

'Ph,/2,!3

(z 1, z 2 ) -_

+(q-1z Z

1 2

k1,k2

'PLI,b,/ 3 -1

)l3"/,k1,k2

(z 1, z 2 ) + zb
cpkl ,k2
(z qz2 ) ·
2 !3,k2-!2,h 1,

(z 1, z 2 )

'~-'!1-!3,b-!3,min(kl-!3)1+!2-2!3)

(z z)
1,

2 '

(3.43)

The proof of Theorem 3.10 will be completed in Section 5.
We remark that, in (3.42), the condition h + l2- h "I k2 is imposed
so that the parameters of the first term in the right hand side stay
within the region R~1 ,k 2 • In all other cases, the parameters appearing in
the right hand side belong to the proper region (R~1 ,k 2 for cp~ 1 zk 21 and
1' 2' 3

R'{/'k 2 for 'l/J~1'1 !kz,21 3 ). In what follows we refer to (3.40)-(3.43) as short
exact sequence ( SES) recursion.
§4.

Vertex operators
In this section we construct another family of n-modules
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as subspaces of tensor products of certain Fock modules. These modules
have the following properties.
1 ,k 2 •
· a quo t'1ent o f Uk1,k2
(i) (Uvo )k1,k2
hh,la 1s
hh,l 3 , an d (V,vo )khh,l
3 1s a quot . t f v;k1 ,kz
len o

h,b,z3·

(ii) The characters

satisfy the following inequalities.
If (h, lz, h) E R~1 'kZ, then

If (l1, h, h) E R';j•kz, then

(4.2)

(1/Jvo)7,1,t~~ls (z1, zz) ~ (1/Jvo)7,1,z~':_l,min(Z 3 ,Z,+Z 2 -l)(zl, z2)
(
)
+ z2lz( I.PVO )k,,kz
l3,kz-lzh ZI, qzz .

These inequalities differ from (3.40)-(3.43) by the change of the sign =
to the sign ~.
Let us recall some constructions from the theory of lattice vertex
operator algebras (see [D], [K2]). Let ~ be a two-dimensional complex
vector space with a basis a,b and an inner product defined by the s[3
Cartan matrix:

(a, a)= 2, (b, b)= 2, (a, b)= -1.
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Let

~ = ~®C[t,c 1 ] E9Cl

be the corresponding Heisenberg Lie algebra with the bracket

[a[i],,B[j]] = il5i,-j(a,,B)

(a,,B E

~),

where a[i] = a 0 ti. For a E ~ define the Fock representation :Fa
generated by a vector Ia) such that

,B[O]Ia) = (,8, a)la).

,B[n]la) = 0, n > 0,

Set L = Z(2a + b)/3 E9 Z(a + 2b)/3. For a E L we consider the corresponding vertex operators acting on the direct sum of Fock spaces
ffiaEL:Fa:

r a(z) = Saza[OJ exp(-

L
n<O

L

a[n] z-n) exp(a[n] z-n),
n
n>O n

where za(OJ acts on :Ff3 by z(a,f3) and the operator Sa is defined by

[Sa, ,B[n]] = 0

Sai,B) = Ia +,B),

(n =I 0, a, ,BE~).

The Fourier decomposition is given by

r a(z) =

L.:: r a[nJz-n-(a,a)/2.
nEZ

In particular,

r a[-(a, a)/2- (a, ,B)JI,B) = Ia +,B).
We need three vertex operators corresponding to the vectors a, b
and c = a+ b. The Frenkel-Kac construction for level 1 modules (see
[FK]) defines the action of non E9aEL:Fa via the homomorphism

e2t[n]
Let

Vm,n

f-+

ra[n],

e32[n]

f-+

rb[n],

e3l[n]

f-+

rc[n].

be a vacuum vector of :F_e"'a+n+l)a-entm+l)b·

Lemma 4.1. We have
e2l[i]vm,n = 0

(i > m),

e32[i]vm,n = 0

(i > n),

e31[i]vm,n=O

(i>m+n+l),

e21[m]vm,n = Vm-2,n+l,
e32[n]vm,n = Vm+l,n-2,
e31[m + n + l]vm,n = Vm-l,n-1·
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We denote by Wm,n ~ ffiaEL:Fa the cyclic tl-module with the cyclic
vector Vm,n· The shift automorphism Tm,n induces an isomorphism between Wo,o[m,n] and Wm,n·
We also need one-parameter analogues of the modules ,Wm,n· Fix
a one-dimensional space with a basis vector b and an inner product
defined by (b, b) = 2. The vertex operator rb(z) acts in the direct sum
of Fock modules over the Heisenberg algebra Cb ® C[t, r 1] (J) C · 1. We
set Wn = C[{rb[i]}iEZ]· Vn where Vn = I - (n + l)b/2), and make it an
n-module by letting e32[i] act by rb[i] and e21 [i], e31 [i] by 0. Then we
have

Now we define the VO (vertex operator) versions of the spaces U1k1!1 1'k2'213

and V.1 1,
k 1z'k~
, utilizing the modules
2, 3

as building blocks.

Definition 4.2. Let (h, l2, l3) E R~1 ,k 2 •
If (lt, l2, l3) E R';j ,k2 , then we define

to be the cyclic n-module with the cyclic vector

_
w1 (l 1, l2, l3) -

0l 3

Vo,o

/0,

'01

0(h -Ia)

vo,-1

/0,

'01

0(k1-h)

V-1,0

'01

0(11 +l2-la-kl)
Vo

/0,

0(k2-h -l2+la)

/0,

'Oiv_1
If lt

+ l2 -

.

l3 < k1, then we define

to be the cyclic n-module with the cyclic vector
W2

(l 1, l2, l3) -_

01 3
Vo,o

10,

'01

0(h-la)

Vo,-1

10,

'01

0(12-la)

V-1,0

10,

'01

0(k1-h-l2+la)

v-1,-1
/0,

0(k2-kl}

'Oiv_1

.
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Lemma 4.3. Let (h, l2, b) E
homomorphism of li-modules

Proof.

R'if'k

2 •

Then there exists a surjective

It is sufficient to check that the defining relations of U1k1'1 ik~
2, 3

are satisfied in (Uvo)71'1 '1k2,213 • That follows from Lemma 4.1.

Q.E.D.

to be the cyclic n-module with the cyclic vector

Lemma 4.5. Let (h, l 2, l 3 ) E R':J'k 2 • Then there exists a surjective
homomorphism of li-modules

Proof.

The lemma follows from Lemma 4.1.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.6. There exist the following complexes of li-modules
which are exact in the first and third terms.
For (h, l2, b) E R~1 ,k 2 , we have

such that L1(T1,-1(w3(b, k2 -l2, l1)))
For (h,l2,b) E R':}'k 2 , we have

=

e~22 [0]wl(h, l2, b).
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such that t3(w3(h -h,b -l3, k1-h)) = e~3d1Jw1(h,l2,b) in the case of
(h, l2, l3) E R~1 ,k2 and t3(w3(h -h, b-l3, h +b-2l3)) = e~31 [1Jw2(h, l2,
l3) otherwise.
For (h, l2, l3) E RV'k2 ,
(4 · S)

o - t (UVO )k1,k2
[- 1 OJ ~(Vi
)k1,k2
k1-h,h+l2,la-h
'
VO hh,la
-t

. 0
( ViVO )kl,k2
! -1,!2,min(la,h+l2-l) - t '
1

such that L4(T-I,o(w1(k1- h, h + l2, h- h)))= e21[0Jhw3(h, l2, l3).
In these formulas, if one of the indices is negative, then the corresponding term is understood as zero.
Corollary 4.7. Inequalities (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) are satis-

fied.
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.6. We
start with the proof of the existence of the embeddings.
Proposition 4.8. Let (h, l 2 , b) E R~1 ,k 2 • Then we have embeddings
of n-modules

such that LI(T1,-1(w3(l3, k2 -l2, h))) = e~22 [0Jwl (h, l2, b) and t3(w3(hb, l2 - b, k1 - l3)) = e~31 [1Jwl (h, b, b).
Let (h,l2,h) E R~1 ,k 2 and h + l2 -l3 < k1. Then we have an
embedding of n-modules
'a (U
)k1,k2
( ViVO )k1,k2
h-lah-la,h+l2-2la---+
VO hh,la'

such that t3(w3(h- b, b -l3, h + l2- 2b)) = e~31 [1Jw2(h, l2, h).
Let (h, b, h) E RV'k2 • Then we have embeddings ofn-modules

[o 1J ---+
'2 (Vi
)k1,k2
(uVO )k1,k2
la,k2-l2,h ' VO h,l2,la'
[ 1 OJ
(Vi )k1,k2
(uVO )k1,k2
k1-h,h+l2,la-h - '
---+
VO hh,la'
'4

such that L2(To,-1(w1(b, k2 -l2, h)))= e~~[OJw3(h, l2, b) and
L4(T-I,o(w1(k1- h, h + l2, l3- h)))= e21[0Jhw3(h, b, b).
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Proof. We prove the first embedding. The proof of the other embeddings is similar. By Lemma 4.1 we have
e32 [0]
-

013

!2( 013

,0..

0(h-!3)

Vo,o 101Vo,-1

,0..

0(h -!g)

-v 1,_ 2 101 v 0 ,_ 1

,0..

,0..

0{k1-h)

101V_1,o

0{k1-h)

101 v 0 ,_ 2

,0..

,0..

0(h+!2-!3-k1)

101Vo

0(h +12-lg-kl)

101 v_ 2

,0..

,0..

0{k2-h-!2+h))

101V_1

0{k2-h -!2+!3)

101 v_ 1

.

The vector in the second line coincides with the cyclic vector of
(Vvo)lk1,kk2-l
l [1, -1].
Q.E.D.
g, 2
2, 1
We prepare some facts about the isomorphisms between the modules
and (U )k1 ,k2

Uk1 ,k2

vo h,!2,!3•

h,!2,!3

Proposition 4.9. Let l3 = min(h, l2). Then we have the isomorphism

and the corresponding character is given by the fermionic formula
(4.9)

qQ(m,n)-2:~,; 1 min{h,i)m;-2:~,; 1 min(!2,i)n;
(q)m1 · · ·

ml, ... ,mkl;:::o

(q)mk 1(q)n1 · · · (q)nk 2

n~o···•nk 2 ~0

where
k2

k1

Q(m,n) =

L

min(i,j)mimi+

i,j=1

L

min(i,j)nini

i,j=1
k1

k2

- L L min( i, j)mini.
i=1 j=1

Proof.

Because of the existence of the surjection of n-modules

(4 . 10)

uk1,k2

!1,!2,!3-+

(u
)k1,k2
vo h,l2,l3'

it is sufficient to prove (4.9).
For the rest of the proof, we assume l 3 = min(h, l 2 ). In this case
the defining relations of U1:~~=~13 reduce to (3.15), (3.16), (3.17) and
e21(z)k 1 +1

= 0,

e32(z)k 2 +1

= 0,

e21[0]h+lv

= 0,

e32[0] 12 +1V

= 0,
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where v is a cyclic vector of U1k'
ik~ . Denote the fermionic formula in the
1' 2' 3
2 (z , z ). By using the Gordon filtration
right hand side of (4.9) by Fzk'ik
1 2
1, 2
technique and repeating the proof in [AKS] in the case k1 < k2 , we
obtain an upper estimate

From surjection (4.10) we know that

k,,k2 (z1, z2 ) >
<phhh
_ (<pvo )k,,k2
hh,l 3 ( z1, z2 ) .
To finish the proof it remains to show the inequality

(4.11)
2
The space (Uvo)7'/k
1 is generated by the modes of
1' 2' 3

k,

k2

e21(z) = I:ra,(z)
i=l

and

e32(z)=Lfbj(z)
j=l

from the vector w1(h,l2,l3) or w2(h,l2,l3) (see Definition 4.2). The
vertex operators r a; ( z)' r bj (z) correspond to the vectors ai' 1 ::; i ::; kl'
and b1 , 1 ::; j ::; k 2 , respectively, with the scalar products given by

For a non-zero complex number c, set
k,

e~ 1 (z) =

L cifa, (z),

k2

e~ 2 (z) = 2:~:1 rbj(z).

i=l

j=l

The currents r a, (z) are mutually commutative and
same holds for the currents rbj (z). Hence we have

r a, (z )2

=

0. The

lim ci(i+l)/ 2 (e~l (z))i = i!f a, (z) ... r a; (z),
E->0

lim c-i(i+l)/ 2 (e~2(z))i = i!fb, (z) ... rb, (z).
E->0

Consider the subspace generated from the vector w1(h, l2, l3) or w2(h, l2,
l3 ) by the modes of the operators

ai(z) =

r a, (z) ... r a; (z) (1 ::; i

bj(z) = rb, (z) ... rbj (z)

::; kl),

(1 ::; j ::; k2),
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and let (4?vo) 1k1'1 '1k2,213 (z~, z 2) be its character. Clearly, we have

The operator ai(z) is a vertex operator corresponding to the vector
= a 1 + · · · + ai, and bj(z) is a vertex operator corresponding tothe
vector bj = b1 + · · · + bj. The scalar products of these vectors are given
by

3i

(aiu ai 2)

= 2 min( i1, i2), (bju bh) = 2 min(j~, j2),
(3i, bj)

= - min(i,j).

Using the standard technique (see for example [FJMMT]), we obtain
(
)
(-'Pvo )k1,k2
hh,la Zt,Z2

)
= Fk1,k2(
llh
Zt,Z2.

Inequality (4.11) follows.
The proposition is proved.

Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.10. We have the isomorphisms

w.0,0 '::o:'

U 1,1

1,1,1'

W.0 "'
- U.0,1
0,1,0, W -1 "'
- U.0,1
0,0,0,
1,1 w
u.1,1 W
w.0,-1 '::o:' U1,0,0,
-1,0 '::o:' 0,1,0,
-1,-1 "'u.1,1
- o,o,o·

Next, we prove the surjections in Theorem 4.6 and show that all
sequences are in fact complexes.

Rt

1 'k 2 and b > 0. Then there
Proposition 4.11. Let (it, l2 , l3 ) E
exists a surjective homomorphism ofn-modules

/(e [0]! 2)-+ (U )k1,k2
(UVO )k1,k2
hh,la
32
VO !lh-1,min(!g,!2-1)

such that, if h

+ l2- 1 -

W1(h,l2,l3)

and if h

min(l3, b- 1) 2: k1 then
f--+

W1(h,l2 -1,min(l3,l2 -1)),

+ l2- 1- min(l3, b- 1) =
w1(h,b,l3)

f--+

k1- 1 then

w2(lr,l2 -1,min(b,l2 -1)).

Proof. We consider the case b > l3 and h + l2 - 1 - b < k1. The
other cases are similar. Replacing a factor v-1,0 in w1(h, l2, b) by the
factor v-1,-t, we obtain w2(h, l2 -1, l3). We have an obvious surjective
homomorphism of n-modules (see Corollary 4.10)
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Therefore, we obtain a surjective homomorphism

In addition, the vector e32 [0] 12 w1(h, Z2, Z3) maps to zero, because

Q.E.D.

The proposition is proved.

Corollary 4.12. Sequence (4.5) is exact in the first and third terms.
Proposition 4.13. Suppose (h, Zz, Z3) E R';}'k 2 , h + Z2 - b < k2
and l3 > 0. Then we have a surjective homomorphism ojli-modules

(4.12)

(Uvo)~11,z~~1 j(e31[1] 13 )-+ (Uvo)~11,z~~z 3 -1,
w1(Z1,Zz,b)

r---+

w1(h,Zz,b -1).

Proof. Replacing a factor vo,o Q9v_ 1 in w 1 (h,[z,b) by the factor
vo,- 1 ® v 0 , we obtain w1(h, [z, b- 1). By Definition 4.2,

U(n) · (vo,o ® v_I) = (Uvo)i:i, 1,

U(n) · (vo,-1 ® vo) = (Uvo)i:i,o·

Therefore to construct (4.12) it is sufficient to construct a homomorphism

(Uvo)i:i, 1 -+ (Uvo)i:i, 0 ,

vo,o ® v-1

r---+

vo,-1 ® vo.

Using Proposition 4.9, we have

(uvo ) 11,21 1 c::o u1,z
1 1 1 __, u1,z
1 1 o __, (Uvo ) 11,21 o·
1

'

1

'

1

'

'

'

The proposition follows from

Q.E.D.
Proposition 4.14. Suppose (h, [z, b) E R~1 ,k 2 ' h
and l3 > 0. Then we have a surjection of li-modules

+ z2 - b <

k1
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Proof. Replacing a factor vo,o ®v-1,-1 in w2(h, l2, l3) by the factor
vo,-1 ®v-1,0, we obtain w2(h,l2,l3 -1). We have

U(n) · vo,o ® v-1,-1 = (Uvo)i:i, 1,

U(n) · vo,-1 ® v-1,0 = (Uvo)i:i,o·

We have a surjective homomorphism (Uvo )i;i, 1 ----+ (Uvo )i;i, 0, which is
the composition

u2.2
(U )2,2
(uvo ) 12,21 1 :::::: u2.2
1'1' 1 ----+ 1'1' o ----+ vo 1'1' o·
''
Therefore we obtain a surjection

(u )k,,k2
(uvo )k,,k2
!,,!2,!3----+ vo 1,,!2,!3-1'
The proposition follows from

Q.E.D.
Corollary 4.15. Sequence (4. 7) is exact in the first and third terms.
Proposition 4.16. Let (h,l 2 , h) E R'{i'k 2 and l2 > 0. Then there
exists a surjective homomorphism of n-modules

Proof.

The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.11.

Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.17. Sequence (4.6) is exact in the first and third terms.
Proposition 4.18. Let (h,l 2,h) E R'{i'k 2 and h > 0. Then there
exists a surjective homomorphism ofn-modules

Proof. The proof is done similarly to the proof of other cases with
the help of the surjective homomorphism
(4.13)

(Uvo)i;i,o----+ (Uvo)~:i, 0 , vo,-1 ® vo

which we construct below.
First, we show that

(4.14)

1,2
u1,2
(uvo ) 1,1,0
:::::: 1,1,0'

f---7

v-1,0 ® v-1,
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By (3.33), we have the inequality

<

1,2 (
)
1,2 (
)
'P110 Z1,Z2 -'P100 Z1,Z2

''

''

+ Z2'P011
.,,1,2 ( -1
q Z1,QZ2 ) ·
''

By the definition we have an isomorphism
l,2
v;0,1,1

,...., u.l,2
0,1,0•

Therefore

<

1,2 (
)
'P1,1,0 Z1, Z2 -

1,2 (
)
'P1,0,0 Z1, Z2

+ Z2'fJo,l,O
1,2 ( -1
q Z1, QZ2 ) •

By Proposition 4.11 and (Vvo)6·~ 1 ~ (Uvo)6·~ 0 c W-1 o ® W_l, we
have the inequality
' '
' '
'
( '{JVO )~:to(Zl, Z2)

2: ('{JVO )~;~, 0 (z1, Z2) + Z2( '{JVO )6;~, 0 (q-l Z1, QZ2)·

By Proposition 4.9, we obtain the following diagram:
1,2 (
)
'P1,1,0 Z1, Z2

<

1,2 ( -1
)
Z1, QZ2
Z2 'Po,l,O q

>

Z2 '{JVO )1,2
0,1,0 ( q -1 Z1, QZ2 )

VI

II

( '{JVO ) 1,2
1,1,0 ( Z1, Z2 )

1,2 (
)
'P1 ,0,0 Z1' Z2

+

II

(

+ ('PVO )1,2
1,0,0 ( Z1, Z2 )

From here we obtain isomorphism (4.14).
Map (4.13) is a composition of the following mappings:

(uvo ) 1,2
1 1o
''

,...., u1.2
u.1.2
1 1 o ---+ o 1 o ---+

''

''

(u )1.2
vo o 1 o·
''

Q.E.D.
Corollary 4.19. Sequence (4.8} is exact in the first and third terms.

Theorem 4.6 is proved.
§5.

Uniqueness of the solution to theSES-recursion
5.1. The main case of the recursion
Recall the definition of the regions of the parameters

R';j ,k RV ,k
2 ,

2 ,

R~'k 2 (see (3.37)-(3.39)).
(
)
and .T.k1,k2
'~-'h,l 2 ,ls Z1, Z2
((h, b, b) E RV'k2 ) be formal power series in variables z1, z2 whose
coefficients are Laurent power series in q.
We use the following convention. A series with a negative index is
understood to be zero. If b > min(h, b), then 'P711,z:~z 3 (z1, z2)

L et

-k1,k2 (
)
'Ph,l 2 ,z 3 Z1, Z2

((l !, l 2, l 3 ) E

R-k1,k2)
U
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(h, b h) E RV'k\ then

(5 · 2)

.T.k1 ,k2 (z
'~"h,l 2 ,l 3

,k2
(z z ) + zl2ilik1ok2
1, z 2) <
- .T.k1
'~"l 1 ,l2-l,l 3
lo 2
2 r[a,k2-l2,h (z lo qz2) ·

We call formal power series of the forms

((h,Z2,h) E R';}'k 2 ),
((Z1,Z2,Z3) E R~1 ,k2 )
higher degree series if a, bE Z;::o, p(z1. z2) is a polynomial in z1, z2 whose
coefficients are Laurent polynomials in q and if p(O, 0) = 0.
Let F(z1o z2) and G(z 1, z2) be formal power series in variables z1, z2.
We write F(z1, z2):=:;*G(z1, z2) if there exist higher degree series H1 (z1, z2),
... , H 8 (z1, z2) such that
F(z1, z2) :=:; G(z1, z2) + E:=l Hi(z1, z2).

Lemma 5.1. Under the assumptions above, let F(z1o z2) be either c,e711,z:~~a(zt,z2), for some (h,l2,l3) E R~1 'k\ or ¢~1,z:~13 (z1,z2), for
some (h, Z2, l3) E RV'k2. Then there exist m1, m2 E Z;:-: 1 such that
F(z1, Z2)::;* 1,ij~_'r)~2 (qm 1 Z1, qm 2z2).
Proof. First, consider the case F(z1, z2)
the given inequalities as follows:

=

¢~ 1o"cf (z 1 , z2). We use
' '
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Here we used (5.2) then (5.3) then (5.4). Then we use inequality (5.1)
k2 times to obtain:

Finally, using (5.3) followed by the k 1 applications of (5.4), we obtain:
-kl,k2 (
)<·T.k,,k2 (
)< .f.kl,k2(
)
'Pk 1 ,0,0 QZt, QZ2 - 'Pk 1 ,0,k 1 QZ1, QZ2 -* '1-'0,0,0 QZ1, QZ2 ·

. .
. .T.k,,k2(
.T.k,,k2(
)
Comb mmg,
we obt am:
'f'O 0 0 z1, z2 )<
-*'~-'O 0 0 qz1, qz2 .
Next, consider the c~~e F(z1, z2) =' ~~11,z~~z 3 (z1, z2), (it, l2, h) E

k,,k2
Ru
.
We start using inequality (5.1) followed by (5.3). We repeat this
step h times. Then we apply (5.3) one more time. We get
-k,,k2 (
)< -kl,k2
(
)<·f.k,,k2
(
)
·'Pl,h,la Z1, Z2 -*'P!,,z 2 _z 3 ,o Z1, Z2 -'1-'!,,! 2 -z 3 ,k 1 Zt, Z2 .

Then we use the it applications of (5.4) and after that the
applications of (5.2). We obtain
.T.k, ,k2

'1-'!,,!2-!a,kl

(z

l2 -

l3

z ) < .T.k, ,k2
(z z )< .T.k, ,k2 (z z )
1, 2 -*'1-'0,!2-!a,k, 1, 2 -*'1-'0,0,0
1, 2 .

Combining, we obtain

We have either (it, l2 , h -l) E R~1 ,k 2 , or h - l = 0. In the first case we
are reduced to the situation treated above. In the second case, we use
(5.3) to obtain
-k, ,k2 (z z ) < .T.k, ,k2 (z z ) _ .T.k, ,k2
(z z )
'Pz,,z2,o 1> 2 -'~-'h,l2,k, 1, 2 - '~-'hhh+l2 1, 2 '

where the last equality holds since h + b ::; k1 . Using
then h times (5.4) we obtain:
.f.kl ,k2

l2

times (5.2) and

(
) < .T.kl ,k2 (
) < .T.kl ,k2 (
)
'f'!,h,h+! 2 Zt,Z2 -*'1-'l,,O,l, Zt,Z2 -*'1-'0,0,0 Z1,Z2.
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Last, consider the case F(z1, z2) = if;~1,z:~z 3 (z1, z2), (h, l2, l3) E
We use (5.2) l 2 + 1 times and obtain:
.T,k1,k2 (z
'i"l1,12,l3 1,

RV'k

2•

z 2 )<
.T.k1,k2 (z z )<rnk1,k2 (z qz )
-*'~"h,O,h
1, 2 -rh,k2,h
1,
2 •

Therefore we are again reduced to the previous cases and the lemma is
proved.
Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.2. Let rp1k 1 '1k 21

1' .2' 3

RV

,

(h, l2, l3)· E Ruk1 ,k2 , and i(;1k1'11'k2'213 , (h, l2,

l3) E
,k 2 , be formal power series in variables z1, z2, such that inequalities {5.1}-(5.4} are satisfied.
Assume that all coefficients of the power series are Laurent power
series in q with non-negative integer coefficients. Assume also that the
-k k
formal power series ¢ 0 10rf has no constant term.
Then all these for-/n~l power series are identically zero.
Proof. Suppose the contrary, and let n 1 ,n2 be non-negative integers such that one of the series has a non-trivial coefficient of z~ 1 2 and
all coefficients of zf 1 z~ 2 of all power series are zero if either a1 < n1 or
a2 < n2. By the assumption and Lemma 5.1, we have n 1 + n2 > 0.
Let n3 be an integer such that the coefficient of z~ 1 2 qn 3 is nonzero in one of the series F(z 1, z 2) and coefficients of z~ 1 z; 2 qn of ¢~ 10 ~2
vanish for n < n3.
' '
By Lemma 5.1, we have

z;

z;

8

F(z1, z2) ~

L Hi(zb z2) + if~,10 ~(z1qm 1 , z2qm

2 ),

i=l

where Hi are higher degree series and m 1 , m 2 ;::: 1. Clearly, the coefficient of z~ 1 2 qn 3 is zero on the right hand side of this inequality and
does not vanish on the left hand side, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D.

z;

5.2.

All inequalities are equalities

Recall that we have a set of it-modules

Theorem 5.3. We have

((h, l2, h)

E

Rt

((h, l2, l3)

E

RV'k

1 ,k2 ),

2 ),
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and therefore surjections in Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5 are isomorphisms of
fi-modules.
Moreover, Theorem 3.10 holds.
Proof The theorem immediately follows from Corollary 5.2 applied
to the series

Q.E.D.
Corollary 5.4. The principal subspace

to

Vik 1 C
1J 2

M 1k1' 12 is isomorphic

v;k,k
l, ,12 ,I, +12 .

Proof As we noted in Remark 3.4, there is a surjective homomorphism of it-modules
v,k
v; k,k
l, ,12,1, +12 ---t h ,12 ---t

0

•

On the other hand, taking tensor products of the Frenkel-Kac construction we obtain a surjection
v;k

h ,12

---t

(Vivo )k,k
l, ,12,1, +12

---t

0•

Q.E.D.

Hence the assertion follows from Theorem 5.3.

5.3. Other cases
In this section we describe two more versions of Corollary 5.2 which
we use later to establish the bosonic formulas for our characters.
Set

(5.5)

R~',k 2 = {(h, l2, b) I k1- 1::; h

Proposition 5.5. Let

;g zk 1 (z1, z2)

+ l2

-l3::; k2}

n P~',k 2 •

rp 1k1'1 zk2'213 (z1, z2) ((h, l2, b) E R~1 ,k 2 ) and

1
2
((h, l2, l3) E R':J'k 2 ) be formal power series in variables
1' 2' 3
z 1 , z2 such that equations (3.40)-(3.43) are satisfied (where (3.42) is assumed for (h, l2, b) E R~1 ,k 2 and either h + b- b =f. k2 orb= 0}.
Assume that all coefficients of the power series are Laurent power
series in q. Assume also that the formal power series ,P~ 1r)~2 (z 1, z2) has
''
no constant term.
Then all these formal power series are identically zero.

Proof.
lary 5.2.

The proof of the proposition is similar to the proof of Corol-

Q.E.D.
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l3

Consider the case k1 = k2 = k. Then if (h, l2, b) E R~k, then
= h + b- k. And if (h,b,l3) E R~k' then l3 = h + l2.
Let lf7;~ 2 ,la (z1, Z2) ((h, b, b) E R~k) and ~~'~ 2 , 1 Jz1, Z2) ((h, l2, l3)

E R~k)

be formal power series in variables z 1 , z2 such that the equations

.f.k,k
nk,k ,k-l ,l, (z 1, qz 2) '
'f'L,,l 2,L,+l 2( Z1, z 2) = .f,k,k
'f'L,,l 2 -1,l,+l 2 -1 (z 1, z 2) + zl2
2 1rL,+l
2
2
.f,k,k
(z
z
)
.f.k,k
(z
z
)
+
zh
(ilk,k
'f'L,,Z,,L,+l
1, 2 - 'f'L,-1,Z,,h+l -1 1, 2
1 rk-l,,l,+l ,l (qz 1, z 2)
2

2

2

2

and

are satisfied.
Note that the last equation is obtained from equations (3.40) and
(3.42) via eliminating the term lf7;~ 2 ,h +l 2 -k_ 1 (z1, z2).
Proposition 5.6. Assume that all coefficients of all power series

lf7;~ 2 ,z 3 (z1,z2) ((h,b,b) E R~k) and~7,',~ 2 ,z,(z1,z2) ((h,l2,b) E R~k)
are Laurent power series in q. Assume also that the formal power series
-k k
'lj; 0 '00 (z1,z2) has no constant term.
' 'Then all these formal power series are identically zero.

Proof.
lary 5.2.

§6.

The proof of the proposition is similar to the proof of CorolQ.E.D.

Bosonic formulas for the characters of n-modules

In this section we write explicit solutions of recursion relations (3.40)(3.43) in the regions R~1 ,k 2 and R~1 ,k 2 in the bosonic form. F~t, we
prepare notation and recall basic facts about the small principal s[3 subspaces (see [FJLMM1]).
6.1. The small principal subspaces.
Let denote the abelian Lie algebra spanned by e2I[n], e31 [n], n E Z.
For non-negative integers k, h, b satisfying h + l2 ~ k, define X1~,z 2 to
be the cyclic a-module with a cyclic vector v and the defining relations

a

e21[n]v = e31[n]v = 0 (n > 0),
e21 [O]h +lv = 0,
e21[0]"'e31[0],ev = 0 (a+ jJ = h + l2 + 1),
e21(z)ae31(z),6 = 0 (a+ jJ = k + 1).
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The space X 1k1, 12 has a monomial basis of the form

where {aih;::::o run over sequences of non-negative integers such that
= 0 for almost all i and that satisfy the conditions

ai

ao :::; h, ao
ai

+ a1

:::;

+ ai+l + ai+2

h + l2,
:::;

k.

Let Xzk1, 12 (zt, z2) denote the character of X 1k1'12 (normalized in such
a way that the degree of the cyclic vector v is (0, 0, 0)). The description
of the monomial basis of X 1k1,2
1 leads to the following recursion relations

We now write a formula for xk11,12 (zt, z2). Let the quantities p(m, n, s,
z1, z2) (m, n E Z;::::o, 0:::; s:::; 5) be given by

Let the quantities a( m, n, s) (m, n E Z;::::o, 0 :::; s :::; 5) be given by

af1 h(m, n, 0) = kQ2(m, n)- mh- nl2,
ath(m,n, 1) = kQ2(m,n) + (m- n)h- nb,
ath(m, n, 2)

=

kQ2(m,n) + (m- n)h + ml2,

af1 h(m,n,3) = kQ2(m,n) +nh +mh,
af1 h(m,n,4) = kQ2(m,n) +nh + (-m+n)l2,
af1 h(m,n,5) = kQ2(m,n)- ml 1 + (-m+n)l2,
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Let the quantities d(m, n, s, z1, z2) (m, n E Z;:::o, 0 :S s < 5) be
defined by
d(m, n, 0, Z1, Z2) = (q)n(Q)m-n(Z1Q2m-n)oo(z11q-2m+n+1 )m-n
X (z1z2qm+n)oo (z11 Z21q-m-,.n+1 )n (z2q2n-m)m-n(Z21q-2n+m+l )n,

d(m, n, 1, Z1, z2) = -z1 1q- 2m+nd(m, n, 0, Z1, z2),
d( m,n, 2 ,z1,z2 )

= -z1-1 z 2-1 q -m-n 1- _Z2Qn
1

d(m, n, 3, Z1, z2)

=

1- z1 q-m

d( m,n, 1 ,z1,z2,
)

-z2 1q- 2n+md(m, n, 2, z1, z2),

d(
)
d( m, n, 4, Z1, Z2 ) = -z1q 2m-n 1 - _Z11q-m
m, n, 3, Z1, Z2 ,
1 qm-n
d(m, n, 5, z1, z2) = -z1z2qn+md(m, n, 4, Z1, z2).

We note that for all s the quantities d(m, n, s, z 1 , z 2) factor in a similar
way as d(m, n, 0, z1, z2) does. For instance
d(m, n, 5, Zl, Z2)
X

=

(q)n(Q)m-n-1 (z1q2m-n)oo(z11q-2m+n+l )m-n

(z1Z2Qm+n)oo(zl1 z21q-m-n+1 )n(Z2Q2n-m+l )m-n(z21q-2n+m)n+l·

We also note the following simple relations:
1- Z2Qn
1 - qn d(m, n, 0, z1, z2),
1 - Z2Qn
1 -qn d(m, n, 1, z1, z2),
1 - z1-1 q -m
d (m, n, 2, Z1, z 2) .
1
1 ·
1- z1 z2 q-m

For all integers k, h, l2, we define
(6.2)
Pk

lt,l2

(m n
'

Z1 Z2)qat!2(m,n,s)

S

'

'

'

m;:::n;:::O,s=O, ... ,5

Remark 6.1. We deal with expressions (XB)71 ,h+l 2(q<>zbq.Bz2),
(XB)71 .h+h(q<>z1Z2,q.Bz2 1) etc. All these expressions are sums where
each term is a ratio of a monomial in z1, z2 and of a product of factors
of the form (1 - ziz~qk), where either i 2: O,j 2: 0 or i ::; 0, j ::; 0,
i +j

< 0. In the first case we expand

~

.

1 - z•1 z21 qk

=

~(zlz~qk)a

L....-

a=O
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and in the second case

Using these expansions we can always rewrite our expressions as formal
power series in the variables z1 , z2 whose coefficients are Laurent power
series in q.
The following result can be extracted from [F JLMM1]. For completeness we give a proof.

Theorem 6.2. For non-negative integers k,
k, we have

xL2(zl, Z2)

=

h, l 2 such that h + l2

:':::

(XB)7l,z2(zl, Z2)·

Proof. The formal power series x71 ,z 2 (z1, z2) (0 :'::: h, b h + l2 :'::: k)
are uniquely determined by
(i) relations (6.1),
(ii) the normalization 1 ,z 2 (0,0) = 1,
(iii) the initial condition X~lh (z1, z2) = 0.
This follows from the [FJLMM1], Proposition 2.5 and also can be proved
directly using the notion of the higher degree series (see Section 5).
All the conditions above can be verified for (XB)71 h(z 1 ,z2 ) by a direct
computation.
Q.E.D.

x7

6.2. The bosonic formula for the n-modules.
For all integers k 1 , k 2 , h, l2 , b we introduce the formal power series
in z 1 , z 2 whose coefficients are Laurent series in q:
(6.3)
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Proposition 6.3. For all integers

k~,

k2, h, h, l3 we have

Proof. We prove (6.5). The proof of other formulas is similar.
We have

Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.4. If (h, l2 , l3) E
( ({')

)k1,k2

YB h,l2,l3

R';j'k

(z 1, z2 ) -_

2 ,

then

(f')k1,k2

Yh,l2,l3

(z I, z2 ) ·

If (h, l2, h) E RV'k2 , then

)k1 ,k2 (z z ) _ •1,k1 ,k2 (z z )
(·'·
'f/B h,l2,l3 1, 2 - 'Ph,b,b 1, 2 '
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We want to use the uniqueness of the solution of (3.40)-(3.43) (see
Proposition 5.5). So we compare two sets of relations: (3.40)-(3.43) and
(6.5)-(6.8). The difference is two-fold. Firstly, the expressions of the
form min( a, b) do not enter the right hand sides of (6.5)-(6.8). Secondly,
1 zk 21 (zb z2) and (¢B)~ 1 1'k 21 (z 1, z2)
it is not assumed that the series ('PB)~1,2,3
1,2,3
vanish unless allli are non-negative. Therefore our theorem follows from
the Proposition 5.5 and the following relations:

1) (¢B)~1i~~,I 3 (Z1,Z2)
2) ('lj;B)Ikt,~~
I (zb Z2)
1,
,3

= 0,
= 0,
= 0,

3) (rpB)~11,'~ti 3 (Z1, z2)
2_ 1(z1,Z2) = 0,
4) (rpB)hk
1' 2,

5) ('PB )~t1,z:~min(hh) (z1, z2)

= ('PB )~t1,z:~min(hh)+l (z1, z2),
6) ('1j;B)~11,i:~h+I 2 (Z1,Z2) = ('1j;B)~11,i:~h+l 2 + 1 (z1,Z2)·
We prove the last formula. The proof of the rest is similar. We need to
show that
zik2 qi 2k2-il 2
2i 2 ) ( -2i+1 1)· (XB)7:.h+l 2(q-izl>Q 2iz2)
i~O q • q Z2 oo q
z2 •
.
zik2+l2qi 2k2+il 2
2i!1 ) ( -2i -1)· (XB)~1t.h+h(qiZ1Z2,Q-2iZ21)
i~O q • q
Z2 oo q z2 •+ 1
zik2 qi 2k2-i1 2
=
2/) ( -2i+l -1)· (XB)~ll,h+l2+1(q-iz1,q2iz2)
i~O q • q Z2 oo q
z2 ,
2
z ik2 +12 qi k2 +il2
2i!1 ) ( -2i -1)· (XB)~tt.h+l2+1(qiZ1Z2,Q-2iz21).
i~O q • q
Z2 oo q z2 •+1

L ( )-(

+I: ( )-{
L ( )-(

+I: ( )·(

It is sufficient to show that the coefficients of z~k 2 qi 2 k 2 for each i are
equal:
(6 _9 )

-q-i(h+2) z-1 (x )k1
(q-i z q2i z )
2
B h,h+l2
1>
2
+ qil2 z~2 (XB)~tt.h +12 (qi Z1Z2, q-2i z;-1)
= -q-i(l2+2) z;-1(XB)~tt.h +12+1 (q-i Z1, q2i Z2)

+ qil2 z212( XB )kl
h.h+l 2+ 1(qi z1z2,q -2i z2-1) .
Each term in (6.9) has the form
5

I: I: p1k1

1, 12

m~n~Os=O

k

11 (m,n,s) (
(m,n,S,ZI,Z2 ) qa 11•2
gs z1,z2,q )
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where Us are independent of k1, h and l2.
Equating coefficients of Pzk1,1 z2 (m, n, 0, Z1, z2) we are led to show
(6.10)

Equation (6.10) is equivalent to the equation
d(m, n, 0, q-iz1, q2iz2)
1- qn
d(m, m- n, 5,qiz1z2,q-2iz21) - 1- Z2qn+2i'
which can be checked by a direct calculation. In a similar way we check
that the coefficients of all monomials p1k1, 12 (m, n, s, z1, z2) coincide. The
theorem is proved.
Q.E.D.

§7.

Case of k 1 = k 2 and Toda recursion

In this section we restrict to the case of k 1 = k2 = k. If (h, b, h) E
R~k, then l3 = h + l2, and if (h, l2, l3) E R~k, then l3 = h + l2- k. As
a result, in (6.3) and (6.4) several terms have the same dependence on
k, h, b. In principle, these terms can be summed up. However, a direct
summation is not completely obvious. We use our recursion to obtain
the result of the summation, which turns out to have a factorized form.
Set
(7.1)

Proposition 7.1. The functions Id 1 ,d2 (z1, z2) satisfy the following
recurrence relation

(z! 1(qd 1

-

1) + (qd 2 -d 1

-

1) + Z2(q-d 2

-

1))fd 1 ,d2 (Z1, Z2)

= qd 2 -d 1 Id 1 -1,d2 (z1. z2) + z2q-d2 Id1,d 2 -1 (z1. z2).
We call this relation the Toda recursion.
Set further
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Definition 7.2. We define the series A;i 1' d2 (zi, z2), Bds 1' d2 (zi, z2) as

follows:

A;i1,d 2(zi, z2) = Jd,,d 2(WI, w2)!' (WI, w2),

B~,,d 2 (ZI,QZ2) = (1- z;,-Iqd,-d 2)(-w2)Jd,,d 2 (WI,w2),
B~,,d 2 (ZI,QZ2) = (1- z1Iz;,-Iq-d')wiw2Jd,,d 2(WI,w2),
2
d
Bd,-I,d 2-I(zi,QZ2) = (1- q 2)(-wi)Jd,,d 2(wlow2),
3
B d,-I,d
2-I ( ZI, qz2 ) = (1 - q d,-d2 z 2-I) WI w 22J-d,,d 2(WI, w2 ) ,

Bd,,d2-I (zi, qz2) = (1 - q-d, z1I z;,-I )( -wiw~)Jd,,d 2 (WI, w2),
5
d
Bd,,d2-I (zi, qz2) = (1- q 2)Jd,,d 2(wi, w2),

f 0 (wi, w2) = 1, JI(wi, w2) =-WI, j 2 (wi, w2) = wiw2,

f 3(wi,w2)

= -wiw~,f 4 (wi,w2) =wiw~,f 5 (wi,w2) = -w2.

In this section we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 7.3. We have
(7 _2 )

.1,k,k

'~-'!,h,l,+l2

(z

I,

z )
2

= """"'
L...t

zkd, zkd2qk(di+d~-d 1 d 2 )
I

2

and

( 7.3)

,nk,k
(z z ) _
Yl,,l,,l,+l 2-k I, 2 -

zkd2qk(di+d~-d 1 d 2 )
L...t zkd,
I
2

""""'

d,,d2~0

x ( q-t,d,-l2d2 B~,,d2(zi, Z2)

+ z~'qh(d,-d2)-l2d2 B~,,d2(zi, z2)

(d, -d2)+l2d1 B2
(z z )
+ Zl,I +l2 zl2qh
2
d, ,d2 I' 2

+ (z I z 2)h +l> qh d2+l2d1 B3d, ,d2 (z I' z 2)

+ Zl,I zh2 +l2ql2(d2-d,)+hd2 B4d, ,d2 (z I' z 2)
B5
(z z ))
+ zl2q_z,d,-l2(d,-d2)
2
d, ,d2 I' 2 .
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The strategy of the proof is as follows. We show that the right hand
sides of (7.2) and (7.3) satisfy the recursion relations provided certain
relations for Ad 1' d2 and Bds 1' d2 are satisfied. We prove that these relations
hold for Ad 1' d2 , Bd, 1' d2 of the form given in Definition 7.2. This proves
Theorem 7.3 because of the uniqueness of the solution of the recursion
relations (Proposition 5.6).
Substituting (7.2) and (7.3) into the recursion relations, one can
easily verify the following three Lemmas.
Lemma 7 .4. The relations

(1- qd 2)ALd2(Z1, z2) = BLd 2_ 1(z1, qz2),
(1 - qd 2)ALd2(z1, z2) = B~ 1 _ 1,d2_ 1(z1, qz2),
· -1 -1)A2
(1 - q-d 1 z1
z2
dl,d2 (Z1, Z2 ) = B1dl,d2 (Z1, QZ2 ) '
(1 - q-d 1z;:- 1z2 1)ALd2(z1, z2) = BLd 2_ 1(z1, qz2),
(1 - qd 1-d 2z2 1)At,d2(z1, z2) = B~ 1 -1,d2 -1 (z1, qz2),
(1- qd 1-d 2z2 1)ALd2(z1,z2) = B~ 1 ,d 2 (Z1,QZ2)
imply the recursion
(7.4)
1,k,k
• 1,k,k
(z z ) = •'~-'h,l2-1,h+l2-1
(z 1, z 2) + zl2
k,k
(z l,Q z 2) °
'~-'hh,h+l2 1, 2
2 'P~I+la,k-l2,h
Lemma 7.5. The relations

(1- qd 1)A~ 1 ,d2 (Z1, z2) = BJ 1 _ 1,d2(qz1, z2),
(1 - qd2-d1 Z1-1)A1dl,d2 (Z1, Z2 ) .= Bodl,d2 (QZ1, Z2 ) '
(1 - qd2-d 1z;:- 1)A~ 1 ,d2(z1, z2) = B~ 1 - 1 ,d 2 -1 (qz1, z2),
(1- q-d 2z;:- 1z2 1)A~ 1 ,d 2 (z1, z2) = B~ 1 - 1 ,d 2 (qz1, z2),
(1- q-d 2zi 1z2 1)ALd2(Z1,z2) = BLd 2(qzbz2),
(1- qd 1)A~ 1 ,d2 (z1, z2) = Bj1 _ 1,d2_ 1(qz1, z2)
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Lemma 7.6. The relations

(1 -q d2)Bod 1 ,d 2 ( z1,Z2 )

_
-1 -1 -d1+1A3
(
)
-Z1 Z2 q
d 1 -1,d 2 -1Z1,Z2

+ ALd2-1 (q- 1 z1, qz2),
(1 - q d2)B1d 1 ,d 2 ( Z1, Z2 )

-1 d1-d2+1A4
(
)
= Z2 q
d 1 ,d 2 -1 Z1, Z2

+ ALd2-1 (q- 1 z1, qz2),
( 1 -q

-d1

-1 -1)B2
(
)
-1 d 1-d2+1As
(
)
Z1 Z2
d 1 ,d 2 Z1,Z2 =Z2 q
d 1 +1,d 2 Z1,Z2

+ A~1+1,d2(q- 1 z1,qz2),
(
) _
(
)
(1 -q -d1 Z1-1 Z2-1)B3d1,d2z1,Z2
-qd2+1Aod1+1,d2+1Z1,Z2

+ A;t +1,d2 (q- 1 z1, qz2),
(1 - q d1-d2 Z2-1)B4d 1 ,d 2 ( Z1, Z2 ) -_ q d2+1A1d 1,d 2 +1 ( Z1, Z2 )

+ ALd
(
)
(1 -q d1-d2 z2-1)Bsdl,d2Z1,Z2

2

(q- 1 z1, qz2),

-1 -1 -d1+1A2
(
)
=z1 z2 q
dl-1,d2Z1,Z2

+ A~ 1 ,d2 ( q- 1 Z1, qz2)
imply the 3-term relation

Proposition 7.7. The series
from Lemmas 7.4, 7.5, 7.6.

Proof.

Ad

1 ,d 2 ,

Bd, 1 ,d 2 satisfy all relations

The proposition is proved by a direct calculation.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Theorem 7.3 follows from Lemmas 7.4-7.6,
Proposition 7.7 and Proposition 5.6.
Q.E.D.
Recall that 'l/J~,'~, 0 (z1, z2) is equal to the character of the principal
subspace Vk of the level k vacuum s[3 module. In this case, one can
further sum the six terms in (7.3) to obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 7.8.
(7.7)
chVk =
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Corollary 7.9. The functions Id 1 ,d2 (zr, z2) satisfy the following relations:

(7.8)
Proof.

We recall the fermionic formula for the character of Vk:

nl, ... ,nk2:0
ml•···,mk2:0

Summing up all terms with the fixed values of nk and mk we obtain the
relation

Substituting (7.7) into (7.9) we obtain (7.8).

Q.E.D.

Corollary 7.10. The function Id1,dz (zr, z2 ) is given by the fermionic
formula

where the sum is over all sequences {mi}i>O, {ni}i>O satisfying mi, ni E
Z;:::o and dr 2: nr 2: n2 2: · · · , d2 2: mr 2: m2 2: · · · , and mi = ni = 0
for almost all i.

Proposition 7.11. We have
min(d1,d2)

L

Id 1 ,d2 (Zr, z2) =

Id 1 ,d2 ,n(Zr, z2),

n=O
where

(7.10)
Id 1

d2

' '

n(Zr,z2) =

1
1

(q)dl-n(Q)dz-n(Q)n(qzl )d 1 -n
(QZ2)oo
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Using the equality 'I/J~;~, 0 (zi. z2) = chVk and formula(6.4)

Recall formula (6.2). Because of the equalities
Pok ,0 ( m, n, s, Z1, z2 ) = z 1km z 2kn ,

a~,0 (m, n, s) = k(m 2

+ n2 -

mn),

the right hand side of (7.11) can be rewritten as

where Jdl,d2,n(Z1, Z2)
(qzl)oo(qz2L(qzlZ2)oo
proposition follows from Corollary 7.8.

§8.

Idl,d2,n(Z1, z2)·

Now the

Q.E.D.

Whittaker vector and the character of the vacuum module
8.1.

The quantum group Uv(sl3)

Let Uv(sl3) be the quantum group associated to s[a. The quantum
group Uv(sl3) is an associative algebra over the field of rational functions
IC(v) in formal variable v with generators K± 1 , Ei, Fi, i = 1, 2, satisfying
the standard commutation relations:

KiKi- 1 = 1,KiKi = KiKi,KiEi = v 2 EiKi,
KiFi = v- 2 FiKi, KiEi = v- 1 EiKi, KiFi = vFiKi,
EiFi - FiEi

Ki- Ki- 1

= v_

v- 1

,

EiFi

= FiEi,

+ v- 1 )EiEiEi + EiE[ = 0,
Fl Fi- (v + v- 1 )FiFjFi + FiFl = 0

E[ Ei- (v

for all i,j = 1,2, i f j.
.
We extend the algebra Uv(sl3) by the operators K; 1; 3 in the obvious
way and use the same notation Uv(sl3) for the resulting algebra.
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Let Z E Uv(5[3) be the quadratic Casimir operator given by:

z=

v-2 K:;4/3 K22/3

+ K;/3 K22/3 + v2 K;/3 Ki/3

+ (v- v-1)2(v-1F1EIK:;1/3K22/3
2/3Kl/3 + -1p E K-l/3K1/3)
+ v FE
2 2K 1
2
v
13 13 1
2 '
where F13 = F2F1 - vF1F2 and E13 = E1E2 - vE2E1.

Lemma 8.1. The element Z is in the center of Uv(5[3)·

Proof.

The lemma is proved by a direct calculation.

Q.E.D.

We have an anti-isomorphism of C( v )-algebras r given by:
T:

Uv(5[3)

--t

Uv(5[3),

Ei

f-+

Fi,

Fi

f-+

Ei,

Ki

f-+

Ki.

We have an isomorphism of C( v )-algebras v given by:

v: Uv(5[3)

--t

Uv(5[3),

Ei

f-+

E3-i,

Fi

f-+

F3-i,

Ki

f-+

K3-i·

We also consider the quantum group Uv-1 (5[3) with parameter v- 1.
Denote the generators of Uv-1 (5[3) by Ei, F'i, Ki.
We have an isomorphism of C(v)-algebras u given by:

Clearly, all these maps commute: r o u
vou=uov.

=

u or, r o v

V 0 T,

8.2. Verma modules
Let .A~, ..\2 be formal variables. Set A3 = -..\1 - ..\2.
Let C( v, vA 1, vA 2 ) be the field of rational functions in formal variables
v, VA 1' vA 2 • Let n be the ring spanned by all elements of the form yg,
where g E C( v, vA 1, vA 2 ) , with the obvious operations of addition and
multiplication. In what follows, we consider the quantum groups with
the extended coefficient ring: Uv(5[3) ®qv) R, Uv-1 (5[3) ®qv) R. We
use the same notation Uv(5[3), Uv-1(5[3) for the extended algebras.
Let Vv be the Uv(5[3)-module generated by the highest weight vector
w with the defining relations:

E1w = 0,
Similarly, let Vv-1 be the Uv-1 (5[3)-module generated by the highest
weight vector w with the defining relations:
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We call Vv and Vv-1 the Verma modules over Uv(.s[3 ) and Uv-1 (.s[ 3 ),
respectively.
We denote by Vv(di, d2) C Vv and by Vv-1 (di, d2) C Vv-1 the weight
subspaces:
Vv(di,d2) = {wi E Vv
K 2 wi

I KIWI= v>- 1-.>.

2d1+d 2 WI,

2-

= v>-z->-3-2dz+d1WI},

Vv-1(di,d2) = {w2 E Vv-1 I kiw 2 = v>- 2 ->- 1+ 2d1-d 2 w 2,
- = V A3->-z+2dz-d1 W2
- }.
K- 2W2

We have Vv = EBd,,dz=O Vv(di, d2), Vv-1 = EBd,,dz=O Vv-1 (di, d2).
Lemma 8.2. There exists a unique non-degenerate R-bilinear pairing ( , ) : Vv ® Vv-1 ___, R such that (w, w) = 1 and

for any WI E Vv, W2 E Vv-1, g E Uv(.5[3)·
Proof.

Q.E.D.

The proof is standard.

In what follows, we use the following notation:
va- v-a
[a]= v- v-I '

b-I

a

[a]!

=

[a]b = IJ[a + i].

IJ[i],

i=O

i=I

The Verma module Vv has the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis

(see [J]). In this basis the action of the Uv(.s[ 3 ) is given by:

Eimd 1,d2 ,n = Vbi(di, d2, n)md 1 -I,d 2 ,n-I

+ y'b2(di,d2,n)md -I,d ,n,
,n = Vbi(di + 1, d2, n + 1)md +I,d
+ Vb2(di + 1,d2,n)md +I,d ,n,
1

Fimd 1,d2

2

1

1

2

E2md 1,d 2 ,n = V a(di, d2, n)md 1 ,d 2 -I,n,
F2md 1,d 2 ,n = y'a(di,d2

+ 1,n)md

1

,d 2 +I,n,

2

,n+I
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where

+ d1- d2- n + 1],
[d2- n + 1][n][A2- A3- n + 1][A1 - A3 - n + 2]
[A 2 - A3 + d1 - 2n + 1][A2- A3 + d1- 2n + 2] '
[d1 - n][A2 - A3 + d1 - d2- n][A2 - A3 + d1 - n + 1]
[A 2 - A3 + d 1 - 2n][A2- A3 + d1- 2n + 1]

a(d1, d2, n) = [d2- n][A2- A3

b (d d
)=
1 1' 2' n
b (d

2

d

) _

2' n -

1>

X

1
.
[A1- A2- d1

+ n + 1]

•

Remark 8.3. Our formulas are identified with the formulas in [J] as
follows. Let the vector m( d 1, d2, n) correspond to the Gelfand-Tsetlin
pattern in [J] given by:

(

-A2

-A3 -A3- n

-A2 - d1

+n

-A 1)

-A3- d2
Then the action of g E Uv(sl3) in our paper is given by formulas for the
action of v(g) in [J].
Similarly, we have a Gelfand-Tsetlin basis of the Verma module
Vv-1,
{md1,d 2 ,n I d1,d2,n E Z<":o,n::; min(d1,d2)}.
Lemma 8.4. We have

Proof. The Shapovalov form on Vv is the unique non-degenerate
symmetric bilinear form such that the length of the highest weight vector
w is 1 and every g E Uv(sl3) is dual to T(g). According to [J], the
Gelfand-Tsetlin basis is orthonormal with respect to the Shapovalov
form in Vv. The lemma follows.
Q.E.D.

8.3. Whittaker vectors
We call a series w = .E~,d 2 =oWd 1 ,d2 , Wd 1 ,d2 E Vv(d1,d2), the Whittaker vector if wo,o is a highest weight vector and

We call a series w = .E~,d 2 =oWd 1 ,d2 , Wd 1 ,d2 E Vv-1(d1,d2), the dual
Whittaker vector if wo,o is a highest weight vector and
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Remark 8.5. Because of the quantum Serre relations, there are no
non-zero vectors invariant under the action of E 1 and E 2 (except for the
multiples of the highest weight vector w). The operators e 1 = E 1K 1
and e 2 = E2 satisfy

+ v- 2)e1e2e1 + v- 2e2ei = 0,
(1 + v 2)e2e1e2 + v 2 e1e~ = 0,

eie2 - (1

e~e1 -

which does not prohibit the existence of non-trivial Whittaker vectors.
Let r(d 1,d2,n) and s(d 1 ,d2 ) be given by the formulas:
(.A3- .A2- d1- 1)n + n 2 + (.A2- .A1

r(d1,d2,n)

-di - d~ + d1d2 + (.A1

s(d1, d2)

- .A2)d1

+ l)d1 + di,

+ (.A2 -

.A3)d2.

Let c(d1, d2, n) be given by the formula:

Note that c( d1 , d2 , n) is a rational function in v, v>- 1 , v>- 2 , which is invariant under the change v ~---+ v-1, v>- 1 1--+ v->. 1 , v>-2 1--+ v->.2.
Set

Theorem 8.6. The Whittaker vector w and the dual Whittaker vector w exist, are unique and are given by the formula:
min(d1,d2)
Wd1,d2

=

L

n=O

Proof.

min(dt,d2)
Wd1,d2,n,

Wd1,d2

=

L

Wd1,d2,n·

n=O

The theorem is proved by a direct calculation.

Q.E.D.
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8.4. Toda recursion
In this section we describe a relation between the Whittaker vectors,
the Toda recursion and the characters of n-modules. Such relations hold
with the following identification:

which we always assume in this section.
The following lemma can be extracted from [E].
Lemma 8. 7. The functions (Wd 1 ,d2 , Wd 1 ,d,) satisfy the Toda recursion given in Proposition 7.1.

Proof. The Casimir operator Z E Uv(sl 3 ) acts in the cyclic module
Vv by a constant which is readily computed on the highest weight vector.
Therefore, we have

On the other hand,
(Zwd 1 ,d2, Wd 1 ,d 2 )

= ((v- 2 K; 413 K,;- 2 1 3 + Ki/ 3 K,;- 2 1 3
_
)
+ V 2K2/3K4/3)
1
2
Wd1,d2,Wd1,d2

E-1Wd1,d2
)
+( V - V -1)2 ( V -1(E1 K-1/3K-2/3
1
2
Wd1,d2'

In this computation we used
The lemma follows.

E13Wd 1 ,d 2

= 0.

Corollary 8.8. We have Id 1 ,d 2 (Z1,z2)
z2) is given by (7.1).

Q.E.D.
= (wd,,d 2 ,Wd 1 ,d 2 ),

where

Id 1 ,d2 (Z1,

Proof. The corollary follows from the uniqueness of the solution of
the Toda recursion, Lemma 8.7 and (7.1).
Q.E.D.
Recall the functions Id 1 ,d 2 ,n(z 1 , z2) given by (7.10). The following
theorem explains the meaning of these functions from the point of view
of Whittaker vectors.
Theorem 8.9. We have
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Proof. It is easy to see from the explicit formulas that there exist
integers r( d 1 , d2 , n) such that

Let ld"d 2 ,n(zl, zz) be obtained from Id 1 ,d 2 ,n(Zl, zz) by the change v
r--+ v->. 1 , v>. 2 r--+ v->. 2 • Then we have

r--+

v-I, v>'l

It is also easy to check explicitly that

The theorem follows.

Q.E.D.

Remark 8.10. In fact, we guessed the formulas for the Whittaker
vectors in Theorem 8.6 expecting that Theorem 8.9 is true.

We recover the result of Proposition 7.11.
Corollary 8.11. We have Id 1 ,d 2 (Zl, zz)

= I:;~~no(d 1 ,d 2 ) Id

1

,d 2 ,n(zl,

Zz).

Remark 8.12. In [IS] the classical limit (corresponding to v----+ 1) of
the function Id 1 ,d 2 (z 1 , z2 ) is written as a sum of min(d 1 , d 2 ) factorized
terms. The classical limits of our terms differ from the terms in [IS].
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